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REED
TODD 

The Forged as One™ video (available for 
viewing on the website and YouTube) invites 
the viewer into the Todd Reed studio 
experience and renders the relationship 
between Todd and his team of  master jewelers. 
The Forged as One™ video was produced 
by Manhattan-based Benard Creative. 

The campaign launched on January 2nd 
and will run daily throughout the month 
with its strongest presence on Instagram
and Facebook.  

Follow Forged as One™
on Instagram: #ForgedasOne 

Follow Todd Reed’s 25th
Year in business on
Instagram: #ToddReed25

FORGED AS ONE™ VIDEO

The pioneer and industry leader of  artisanal 
luxury jewelry and design, announces the 
launch of  the Forged as One™ campaign. 
Amplifying the core of  the Todd Reed brand 
experience, Forged as One™ brings the de-
signer and his team of  artisans together into 
one story--”One Language. A Collective 
Voice.” This campaign signals the beginning 
of  Todd Reed’s 25th year in business.

To celebrate Todd Reed’s 25th year as
the owner of  rough diamond jewelry and
innovative design, every piece created in the 
Boulder Studio will be hallmarked with a 
specially created hallmark stamp. The new 
stamp incorporates “25” into the Todd Reed 
octahedron brand mark to create an
entirely new mark for 2017.  

Forged as One™ also speaks to the way 
Todd’s design vocabulary places stones and 
metals in dialogue with one another. Every 
detail is integral to the whole.  

The way Todd Reed jewelry is made is a key 
part of  the brand story: artist and artisans 
in collaboration. A system of  monograms 
(hallmarks) have been created for each 
master jeweler. Together with the Todd Reed 
signature hallmark, the lockup becomes a 
strong statement of  provenance that
acknowledges the relationship each maker 
has with the pieces they create. 

launches Forged as One™ at the
start of his 25th Anniversary Year

BOULDER ,  CO -  2017

TODD REED  TURNS  25 :

1.

3.

4.

5.

2.

1. Multi-color fancy cut diamonds 

in patina silver and palladium

by Todd Reed $13,640

2. Diamond cuff in

18k yellow gold by 

Todd Reed $14,300

3. Criss cross diamond cuff in

patina silver and 18k yellow

gold by Todd Reed $14,245

1.

THE STORY OF FORGED AS ONE™:
ONE LANGUAGE. A COLLECTIVE VOICE

4. Abstract diamond necklace

in patina silver and 18k yellow

gold by Todd Reed $6,600

5. Diamond drop hoops in

patina silver and 18k yellow

gold by Todd Reed $7,195
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 Five years old, green to the world of  jewelry , I sat at the kitchen table and watched as my father mused over 
what we would name our jewelry store. He sat my family down and told us, “We are going to open our

own jewelry store.” I watched as he drew out ‘Mazzarese’ with our iconic longtail-z’s on a napkin.
That is still our logo today.

I can remember helping customers and writing up tickets during the busy season as young as eight years old. 
When all the associates were busy helping other customers, I would spring into action and help so that no

one went without service. It was imperative to my parents that all clients received timely service and
had a great experience. This sentiment is still how I operate today. 

I worked summers at the store while I was in college. After college, I ran a jewelry store in Austin, TX,
before returning home. I realized how knowledgeable I was of  the business and the true love I had for it.
While in college my mother taught me to balance the books and manage payroll. At that time everything
was calculated by hand and had to be completed with the utmost accuracy. My father, Tony, did and still

does create every custom Mazzarese piece by hand. Our customers say they can tell my dad’s work because
of  its elaborate design. He is a perfectionist. It is essential to my father that each piece of  jewelry is complete.

When he produces a piece for a client, he creates a hand cut design that’s beautiful from  the front as well
as the back of  the setting.  My father and his family has a long heritage of  artistic jewelry making.

We pride ourselves on upholding the legacy of  our ancestors. 

Today, I still work tirelessly to maintain the quality of  care and craftsmanship my Parents established in 1981. 
My vision is not far removed from that of  my Father’s and his Father before him; to create a meaningful

experience for everyone who walks through the door. To me, that means introducing designers
with a similar flavor for craftsmanship to my clients. 

In 2003 besides modernizing the books, I oversaw most of  the buying of  fashion jewelry. I love designers like 
Todd Reed and Heather B. Moore because they are self-starters and reflect my parent’s self-made determination.  

When choosing designers for Mazzarese, I consider who our clients are and what they would wear.
I think about what pieces they can wear together. All of  our collections reflect and

compliment the artistry and quality of  Mazzarese’s exclusive designs. 

 We hope that each piece of  luxury jewelry or accessory you buy from Mazzarese becomes an heirloom
to your family. We have passed down our craft and resolution through four generations, we wish you

will pass down pieces that tell your story with love and craftsmanship. 

V E R O N I C A  M A Z Z A R E S E

1. Diamond swirl ring

in 18k rose gold by

Mazzarese $10,650

3. Diamond pavé crossover ring

in 18k white and rose gold by

Mazzarese $8,375

2. Link diamond necklace in

patina silver and 18k rose gold

by Todd Reed $11,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

WELCOME





Etho Maria is an international jewelry 
brand originating in Athens, Greece.
It began as a fine jewelry manufacturing 
company which specialized in unique 
pieces. It didn’t take long for the brand 
to become recognized and well regarded 
in the international jewelry trade for its 
innovative designs and unrivalled quality.
It now holds corporate offices in Athens, 
Milan, Bangkok and Miami. 

Etho Maria has been in the market since 1992.
The branding collection started in 2008.

Etho Maria has been recognized as one 
of  the most prestigious jewelry houses, 
by winning numerous international 
jewelry awards and setting goals to
continue innovating bold mesmerizing 
designs. Etho Maria was awarded as the 
Best International Jewelry Brand Collection 
2014-2015 at the Andrea Palladio
International Jewelry Awards 2015. 

ETHO MARIA

1.

2.

3.

1. Tear drop diamond

earrings in 18k rose gold

by Etho Maria $2,500

6.

2. Diamond multi-row

ring in 18k rose gold

by Etho Maria $9,875

3.Rose cut and brilliant black 

diamonds in 18k rose gold

by Etho Maria $2,700



MATTHIA’S 
& CLAIRE

SARAH
GRAHAM

HEATHER
MOORE

WHAT’S NEW   AT MAZZARESE

1.

2.

3.

4.

Sarah Graham incorporates innovative materials with 
her exceptional design sense. Her creations are organic 
and textural, with a muted palate that is subtly
feminine, yet substantial; unique, yet universal in its 
appeal. Sarah’s deep connection to nature is translated 
into gold and diamond. 

Heather Moore began designing jewelry in 1994. 
With a background as a glass blower and metal 
worker, her designs were quickly considered to be 
the finest personalized collection in the luxury 
market. She combines her talent for storytelling 
with her passion for the arts to create jewelry
that allows you to Cherish Who You Are®.
This collection is about documenting your story 
and remembering what shaped it along the way. 
Celebrate your cherished memories! 

Brother and sister, Matthia’s & Claire,  followed their 
father’s footsteps in 2000 and started their brand. Swiss 
made and universally recognized for its high quality, 
refinement and professionalism. Matthia’s & Claire 
are able to combine old world craftsmanship and a 
contemporary design sense into their stunning bangles.  

7.

2. Charms in silver and 18k gold by Heather Moore. 

(Chain and charms all sold separately)

starting at $80

3. Champagne diamond ring in

cobalt chrome and yellow gold

by Sarah Graham $3,872

4. Champagne diamond earrings

in cobalt chrome and yellow gold

by Sarah Graham $2,535

1. Diamond bangles in 18k white, yellow

and rose gold by Matthia’s and Claire

starting at $4,200



SOME BRAG ABOUT WEARING THE CROWN JEWELS…

WE CHOOSE TO DRIVE OURS.

MASERATI OF KANSAS CITY

9400 West 65th Street, Merriam, Kansas   •  www.maseratiofkansascity.com   •   913.677.3300



A gift that needs no explanation.
It’s the thought that counts, right? This holiday season give them 
something that’s a little more personal and much more meaningful.  

Heather B. Moore The Finest Personalized Jewelry.

Charms  |  Necklaces  |  Bracelets  |  Rings  |  Cufflinks  |  Earrings  |  Precious Stones



The Mazzarese that Kansas Citians know is rich with 
history and tradition, but it goes far beyond the first 
store in Oak Park Mall. It travels back in time to the
Mazzarese’s first shop in the heart of  Rome during 
the induction of  brand names into fashion history. 
The first store was right next to the first Gucci store, 
on the main shopping avenue in Rome, just around 
the corner from The Spanish Steps an iconic tourist 
destination. The store sat perched among designers 
such as Armani, Bulgari, and Gucci. Tony Mazzarese 
knew Guccio Gucci by name. 

Tony Mazzarese,  grew up watching his family create 
one-of-a-kind pieces of  jewelry for Royalty in Tunisia. 
He dreamed of  having a shop of  his own where he 
too, could create wearable works of  art. Unlike most 
dreamers, he had the tenacity to make his dream
a reality. Like his fathers before him, he knew the 
importance of  location and came to Kansas City to start 
his very own jewelry store in the heart of  the country.  

THE  EVOLUT ION OF  MAZZARESE  JEWELRY

from toRome Kansas City

1.

2.

1. Diamond fashion

ring in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $9,750

2. Diamond inside out

hoops in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $11,285

10.

Tony and his wife met in Kansas City 50 years 
ago. They opened their first jewelry store with 
the aspirations to continue the legacy the
Mazzarese family had set before them. Kansas 
City was rapidly growing into a hub for commerce 
and innovation. Mazzarese Jewelry quickly 
became known as an expert for custom jewelry 
and artistry of  precious gems.   

The store had a humble beginning, only through 
persistence and boldness was Tony and his wife 
Tosca’s dream a reality. “My father started out 
owning a jewelry repair shop here in Kansas city. 
Over 30 jewelry stores in the area brought their 
repair work to his tucked-away shop. He had his 
eye on a store with a prime location in the mall. 
For Tony this meant he could finally display his 
handmade jewelry under the Mazzarese name and 
not hand it off to be sold by another jewelry store, 
giving life to his dream.” Veronica said. 



Each piece of  jewelry the Mazzarese family
produced was designed and created by hand with 
the utmost care and precision. The Mazzarese 
family worked together to create a legacy of
craftsmanship that would outlive their lifetime 
and that of  their children. 

Mazzarese Jewelry quickly outgrew the single 
location and expanded to have three separate 
locations across Kansas City. In the time these 
stores were open, Tony and his family discovered 
their propensity toward luxury watches and
designer jewelry.  

This revelation led to the consolidation into the 
single Leawood location. Here, they introduced 
new lines such as John Hardy and Omega. On 
moving to Leawood, Veronica said “We found 
our niche creating and selling luxury jewelry. That 
was how we were able to return to our roots in 
Rome with the luxury fashion jewelry.” Today 
Mazzarese continues to introduce new and
exciting designers that inspire their clients and 
become a part of  their family. Each designer 
creates works of  art with elements unique to their 
designs. From oxidized silver, raw diamonds,
fingerprint embossed gold to handcrafted
sculpture pendants there is a style for everyone 
and the milestones in their life. 

Unlike most dreamers, he had the tenacity to make his dream a reality. 
...he knew the importance of location and brought his family to Kansas City

to start his very own jewelry store in the heart of the country.  “
“

5. Round diamond pendant

on chain in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $3,765

4. Diamond multi-shape station

chain 18” in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $9,250

6. Pavé diamond bangle

in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $41,250

3.

4.

5.

6.

3. Diamond chandelier

earrings in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $8,950

11.
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PROPOSALS

Shanna
& Ethan

Ethan and I actually met back in high school, but that is not where our love story began. We met again a few 
years later in college when he became a house boy at my sorority, Pi Phi at K-State. When I saw him again, I 

knew we had a special connection right off the bat. I felt so comfortable with him and he quickly became 
someone I loved, as well as one of  my best friends. I had this feeling very early on that he was the one for me. 

Several years later, Ethan planned a trip for the two of  us to go to Colorado in March of  2016. 

Little did I know, he had an engagement ring from Mazzarese packed away that we looked at about three 
months prior. One day on our trip we had planned to go on a hike on this beautiful trail that he scoped out 
ahead of  time. The weather was perfect that day, despite the blizzard we experienced the day before while 

skiing at Breckenridge. As we were hiking along, we kept stopping to take some photos, but he encouraged me 
to go on because we were nearing a “lookout spot” ahead that would be the perfect background for a picture 

of  the two of  us. As we got closer to that point, I could see another couple standing there and I was
determined to catch them so they could take our picture before they left. Once I got close enough to see

their faces, my stomach dropped. 

The woman that was standing there happened to be my best friend in the world (and soon to be Matron of  
Honor), and her husband was with her. At first I was confused. I was wondering why in the world she was in
Colorado at the same time as me and didn’t tell me. Finally I looked to my left and Ethan was down on one 

knee holding a box with my beautiful ring inside. I was immediately in tears and dropped to my knees. Never 
in my life have I been so surprised or overwhelmed with joy as I was then. He had spent months preparing for 

this special moment and it was everything I could’ve hoped for and so much more. Not only did my best 
friend get to witness the proposal, but she was able to capture the whole thing through photos and videos that 

will allow me to relive that moment for the rest of  my life. 

Ethan and I were engaged for a long time and it has been my favorite stage of  life so far. There are so many 
fun and special moments leading up to the big day where you feel completely showered with love by friends, 
family and even strangers. My engagement ring made the process even more amazing. I constantly receive 

compliments on it, and I am so proud to wear it every day and tell people that it came from Mazzarese. 
Thank you for helping to make this time of  our lives so special and memorable.   

14.



PROPOSALS

& 
Lindsey
Brandon

It all started with an ornament. During  Christmas Eve in 2010, I was working my first evening holiday shift
as a new nurse. This was the first time in my life I would miss Christmas Eve with my family. If  you knew me,

you’d know how much I love family and the holidays – making that shift that much harder. I had just walked out of
a patient room and saw my neighbor, Brandon. He was holding two gifts, and said, “I realized this is your first

Christmas Eve away from family and I know how much you love Christmas. Our tradition is to open one present on 
Christmas Eve, so I brought you something to open.” Coincidentally, my family does the same. I opened my gift 
which was an ornament of  a Husky dog (I really loved Huskies at the time). The bottom of  the ornament was 

inscribed “BC -2010”. After he left, my co-workers were rather interested in who my secret Santa was…
“Oh, that was my neighbor, Brandon” I replied…………

We headed to Union Station, walked around the train exhibit and headed toward Harvey’s.
There was a group of  carolers singing and we stopped to listen. Ironically, they sang my favorite two

songs (little did I know this was all arranged by Brandon). We then strolled over to the enormous tree for some 
pictures. As I pulled him close in our typical selfie-position, I noticed his usually-slow heart beat was rapidly

thumping against my arm. I looked at him and said, “Your heart is beating really fast…” He replied by turning
me around toward the tree. I didn’t see it at first, but he pointed and said, “What’s that?” Then I saw it. Hanging

on the tree was a glass ornament with the words, “Lindsey will you marry me?”. I turned as my eyes welled up
with tears and he was on a knee, holding the most perfect gold, sparkly ring. He started with, “Remember when

I came to your work to bring your first ornament? Well, here is your ornament this year.”
He had given me one every year for Christmas since 2010. 

My memory of  the moment is a bit of  a blur, however, I must have said ‘yes’, because he slid the ring on my finger! 
He then stood and turned me toward Harvey’s and 12 heads popped out cheering and clapping—my parents and 

brother, his parents and brother (who flew in from Seattle), his best friend and wife, and my best friend and husband 
(who flew in from South Bend, Indiana). My heart nearly exploded! We had a celebratory brunch and then Brandon 
arranged a tour of  the city for all of  us to look at Christmas lights, listen to music and sip champagne—it was perfect.

The cherry on top of  it all was my ring. The most beautiful, immaculate circle of  gold and sparkle in my ideal 
arrangement. Brandon had our friends at Mazzarese custom design it to his requests. He nailed the design and 

Mazzarese’ craftsmanship is second to none. It couldn’t be more perfect. I routinely receive compliments
about my ring and I still find myself  staring at it.

15.



Gold is back and better than ever. Beautiful 
modern designs take center stages set in the 
long-time favorite. Mix and match lengths, 
finishes, colors and styles - be bold with gold.

YELLOW
GOLD

JEWELRY

R N SE DT

1. Aerial eclipse

diamond pendant

in 18k yellow gold by

Hearts on Fire $6,900

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

2.

2. Diamond teardrop

dangle earrings

in 18k yellow gold

by Etho Maria $4,650

3. Hammered gold bracelet

with diamonds in 18k

white and yellow gold

by Mazzarese $11,285

4. Copley large hoop

diamond earrings in

18k yellow gold by

Hearts on Fire $7,990

5. Hammered gold ring

with diamonds in 18k

white and yellow gold

by Mazzarese $3,650

6. Lorelei crisscross

Diamond Ring in

18K yellow gold by

Hearts on Fire $2,990
16.



METRIC

CLIMBERS

GEO

EAR

Designers are returning to the basics, celebrating the pared 
down delicacy of  simplistic forms. Focusing on arcs, sharp 
angles, and spheres of  exaggerated proportions, join this 
sophisticated trend with stellar statement pieces. 

Wearable art? Some may think so. Ear climbers have hit the ground 
running…or climbing. They come in all shapes and sizes and can 
add that extra bang to any outfit Try wearing your ear climbers as your 
“statement” piece of  the day. 

TRENDS

7.

8.

9.

10. 11.

12.

13.

7.Double triangle

drop pendant in

14k white gold by

Mazzarese $770

11. Fancy shape blue

topaz and diamond

earrings in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $4,500

12. Fancy shape blue

topaz and diamond

ring in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $2,940

13. Diamond ear

climbers in 14k

white gold by

Mazzarese $670

10. Diamond dagger 

earrings in 14k

white gold by

Mazzarese $2,190
17.

9. Diamond pavé

triangle pendant

in 14k white gold

by Mazzarese $900

8. Fancy shape blue topaz

and diamond necklace

in 18k white gold by

Mazzarese $2,640



BLACK
&WHITE
When in doubt, stick to the classic, black & white.
A staple to any jewelry collection, these colors can
be worn by day and by night.

TRENDS

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.
6.

1. Naga black sapphire

and spinel hoop

earrings in silver

by John Hardy $595

2. Black sapphire

and black spinel

dome ring in silver

by John Hardy $750

3. Black Sapphire

and black spinel

dome cuff in silver

by John Hardy $1,695

4. Rose cut diamond ring

in 18k white gold with

black rhodium finish

by Etho Maria $10,250

5. Black and white

diamond lattice ring

in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $6,830

6. Black and white

diamond cross over

ring in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $4,910

18.



The breathtaking red of  rubies has turned 
heads for centuries. Rubies are rare and 
valuable, no wonder jewelry designers 
adorn their pieces with this unique stone. 
Show your passion with the fire of  a ruby.

Multi-colored gemstones have dazzled the finest
of  settings for centuries and make every woman
stand out in a crowd.

RUBY
REDS

COLOR

TRENDS

7.

8.

9.
10.

11. 12.

13.

14.

9. Oval tanzanite ring 

surrounded by brilliant 

diamonds in 18k

white gold by

Mazzarese $9,460

7.Ruby and diamond 

necklace in 18k

white gold

by Mazzarese

$5,925

11. Emerald cut emerald

ring surrounded by

brilliant diamonds

in platinum by

Mazzarese $21,650

12.Oval blue sapphire

ring surrounded by

brilliant diamonds

in platinum by

Mazzarese $36,500

13. Oval african ruby 

surrounded by brilliants, 

baguettes and trilion

cuts in platinum by

Mazzarese $30,000

14. Ruby and

diamond bangle

in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese

$14,190

10. Pear shape emerald 

surrounded by brilliant 

diamonds in 18k

white gold by

Mazzarese $9,830

8. Ruby and diamond

band in 18k

white gold

by Mazzarese

$6,190 19.



TRENDS

FASHION

IT UP

EDGY

MIX

Express your individuality rather than status, People aren’t 
necessarily buying valuable gems to be locked away in a vault 
they’re buying because it works so well with their new dress 
for a special event. Show off your style even when wearing 
jeans and strolling in the park with your favorite fashion jewelry. 

Mix and match away. Metals for jewelry come in
many different colors and finishes. Rose, yellow, white,
platinum, silver, titanium, and black. Wear a bunch of  
different colors and finishes at once or perhaps a little 
silver as an accent in a sea of  gold. Shiny, matte, Florentine, 
and hammered, finishes create even more options. 

20.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. Diamond ornate pendant

on chain in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $9,450

2. Diamond pavé bangle

in 18k white gold by

Matthia’s and Claire $20,000

3.Diamond teardrop earrings in 

18k white, rose, and yellow gold 

by Mazzarese $6,050

4. Diamond station necklace 32” 

in 18k white and rose gold

by Mazzarese $7,625

5. Rose cut and brilliant diamond

stack ring in patina silver and 18k 

yellow gold by Todd Reed $4,760

6. Coiled band in patina

silver and 18k yellow gold

by Todd Reed $3,575



Let us toast the many different hues of  Champagne diamond 
jewelry. More and more rose cut champagne diamond pieces 
can be found on the red carpet these days. Be a star and give 
this look a try.

CHAMPAGNE
SPARKLING

TRENDS

21.

1.

2.

3.

4.

3. Pavé champagne round diamond 

ring set in 18k yellow gold

by Etho Maria $4,125

4. Pavé champagne rose cut

and brilliant diamond ring

by Etho Maria $11,250

2. Pavé champagne diamond 

pendant in 18k yellow gold

by Etho Maria $4,350

1. Pavé champagne diamond 

earrings in 18k yellow gold

by Etho Maria $7,800



Know Yourself. Perform Better.

HOROLOGICAL 
SMARTWATCH

BORN HERE

AL-282LNN4V6_MAGALOG_9.5"X13"_HR_print.indd   1 10/23/17   6:01 PM



SERVICES
CUSTOM
With our guidance, we will translate
your ideas into your dream design.

We do all of our
Jewelry and Watch 
Repairs on Premises.

APPLY FOR THE MAZZARESE CARD, SPECIAL FINANCING
WITH DEFERRED INTEREST AVAILABLE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. 
SUBJECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL. APPLY ON LINE OR IN-STORE.

WATCH REPAIR
BATTERY REPLACEMENT  | OVERHAULS
TUNE-UPS | POLISHING | PART REPLACEMENT

JEWELRY  REPAIR
SETTING | RESIZING | CLEANING
POLISHING REDESIGN | STONE REPLACEMENT
PEARL RESTRINGING | CUSTOM DESIGN

WELLS FARGO

JEWELRY ADVANTAGE®

23.
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2
Automatic Startimer chronograph, 
44mm, navy matte dial, scratch resistant  
sapphire crystal set in a steel case and on 
a genuine brown leather strap and screw 
down crown. $1,995  

 There’s pilot DNA in the Grand Flieger, 
a descendant of  their 1941 chronographs 
with addition timing and “Tempostopp”, 
setting new standards with a stainless 
case, rotating bezel, reference markers, 
reserved typography, matte black dial, 
luminous hands and haptic leather strap. 
Today’s Grand Flieger has a larger
diameter of  43 mm, automatic movement 
and transparent back. $2,900  

TOP
WATCHES

FREDER IQUE  CONSTANT

One hundred glittering diamonds
encircle this elegant timepiece. Roman 
numerals and the signature MICHELE 
logo grace the chronograph dial. The 
18K yellow gold-plated and stainless-steel 
bracelet is interchangeable with any 
18mm MICHELE strap. $2,795 

MICHELE

TUT IMAMoonwatch Omega co-axial master
chronometer “Blue Side of  the Moon” 
blue ceramic case on blue leather
strap. A take on one of  the most iconic
timepieces from Omega a part of
all 6 lunar missions. At 6 o’clock is the 
accurate moonphase indicaton. Officially 
METAS certified. $10,600 

OMEGA

ALP INA

1 3 4
5

The Hands of Time

24.

Horological Smart watch –no need
to charge, it has a 2 year battery life,
activity tracker, sleep monitoring, smart 
alarm, 42mm  rose gold plated, sapphire 
crystal, navy dial with silver index
and hand polished white luminous
silver hands. $1,295    



LIVE
YOUR

PASSION

MANUFACTURE
FLYBACK CHRONOGRAPH

Handcrafted in-house movement.
Manufacture Collection : in-house developed,
in-house produced and in-house assembled movements.

More information on frederiqueconstant.com
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1ST LAYOUT - 29/08/2017

Luxury artisan jewelry brand John Hardy is pleased to present the 
fi rst collection under new Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden. 
Elemental force meets elegant form in this re-interpretation the brand’s 
legendary icon, Naga, inspired by the raw power and strength of  nature. 
This celebration of  the power of  creation and Naga as a symbol of  nature 
formed the overarching concept for the season, which also features new 
iterations of  the brand’s iconic Chain, Dot, and Bamboo collections, 
reinforcing the journey from legend into symbolism and inspiring strength 
and power in the wearer.
 
Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden, who took the helm in 2016, is 
the fi rst woman to embody the role for John Hardy. Describing her design 
process for the collection, she notes, “My exploration of  Naga was, in a 
way, a unique journey of  discovering Bali. Through my creative process, 
I uncovered that, beyond the Naga myth, Balinese folklore depicts the 
Naga as an embodiment of  diff erent natural spirits—the earth, the ocean 
and the sky, representing the elements of  natural phenomena and its raw 
beauty. To me, this concept of  duality is universal.”
 

The collection prominently showcases stones such as golden sheen sapphire, silver sheen obsidian, and bi-color amethyst as the ultimate symbols of  
nature’s elemental strength, transmitted to the wearer.  Bonneville Barden notes, “I selected the stones not just for their suggestion of  power, drama, 
the fascination of  light and color—but the power of  creation they represent. I wanted to show nature’s strength through creation.” 

The entire design process was heavily infl uenced by Bonneville Barden’s collaboration with the John Hardy artisans. “Working closely with the 
brand’s artisans helped me grasp a greater understanding of  the spirit of  Naga in artwork and carved expression. I’ve found that carving is one of  
the strongest and most important ties between myself  and the artisan community.”
 
The duality and juxtaposition of  power and grace in the John Hardy woman is celebrated in the eternal motion of  the shapes in the collection – 
coiling and expanding, strengthening and softening.
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1ST LAYOUT - 29/08/2017

Luxury artisan jewelry brand John Hardy is pleased to present the 
fi rst collection under new Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden. 
Elemental force meets elegant form in this re-interpretation the brand’s 
legendary icon, Naga, inspired by the raw power and strength of  nature. 
This celebration of  the power of  creation and Naga as a symbol of  
nature formed the overarching concept for the season, which also 
features new iterations of  the brand’s iconic Chain, Dot, and Bamboo 
collections, reinforcing the journey from legend into symbolism and 
inspiring strength and power in the wearer.
 
Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden, who took the helm in 
2016, is the fi rst woman to embody the role for John Hardy. Describing 
her design process for the collection, she notes, “My exploration of  
Naga was, in a way, a unique journey of  discovering Bali. Through 
my creative process, I uncovered that, beyond the Naga myth, Balinese 
folklore depicts the Naga as an embodiment of  diff erent natural 
spirits—the earth, the ocean and the sky, representing the elements of  
natural phenomena and its raw beauty. To me, this concept of  duality 
is universal.”

 
The collection prominently showcases stones such as golden sheen 
sapphire, silver sheen obsidian, and bi-color amethyst as the ultimate 
symbols of  nature’s elemental strength, transmitted to the wearer.  
Bonneville Barden notes, “I selected the stones not just for their 
suggestion of  power, drama, the fascination of  light and color—but the 
power of  creation they represent. I wanted to show nature’s strength 
through creation.” 

The entire design process was heavily infl uenced by Bonneville Barden’s collaboration with the John Hardy artisans. “Working closely with the 
brand’s artisans helped me grasp a greater understanding of  the spirit of  Naga in artwork and carved expression. I’ve found that carving is one of  
the strongest and most important ties between myself  and the artisan community.”
 
The duality and juxtaposition of  power and grace in the John Hardy woman is celebrated in the eternal motion of  the shapes in the collection – 
coiling and expanding, strengthening and softening.
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Luxury artisan jewelry brand John Hardy is pleased to present the 
fi rst collection under new Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden. 
Elemental force meets elegant form in this re-interpretation the brand’s 
legendary icon, Naga, inspired by the raw power and strength of  nature. 
This celebration of  the power of  creation and Naga as a symbol of  
nature formed the overarching concept for the season, which also 
features new iterations of  the brand’s iconic Chain, Dot, and Bamboo 
collections, reinforcing the journey from legend into symbolism and 
inspiring strength and power in the wearer.
 
Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden, who took the helm in 
2016, is the fi rst woman to embody the role for John Hardy. Describing 
her design process for the collection, she notes, “My exploration of  
Naga was, in a way, a unique journey of  discovering Bali. Through 
my creative process, I uncovered that, beyond the Naga myth, Balinese 
folklore depicts the Naga as an embodiment of  diff erent natural 
spirits—the earth, the ocean and the sky, representing the elements of  
natural phenomena and its raw beauty. To me, this concept of  duality 
is universal.”

 
The collection prominently showcases stones such as golden sheen 
sapphire, silver sheen obsidian, and bi-color amethyst as the ultimate 
symbols of  nature’s elemental strength, transmitted to the wearer.  
Bonneville Barden notes, “I selected the stones not just for their 
suggestion of  power, drama, the fascination of  light and color—but the 
power of  creation they represent. I wanted to show nature’s strength 
through creation.” 

The entire design process was heavily infl uenced by Bonneville Barden’s collaboration with the John Hardy artisans. “Working closely with the 
brand’s artisans helped me grasp a greater understanding of  the spirit of  Naga in artwork and carved expression. I’ve found that carving is one of  
the strongest and most important ties between myself  and the artisan community.”
 
The duality and juxtaposition of  power and grace in the John Hardy woman is celebrated in the eternal motion of  the shapes in the collection – 
coiling and expanding, strengthening and softening.
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1ST LAYOUT - 29/08/2017

Luxury artisan jewelry brand John Hardy is pleased to present the 
fi rst collection under new Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden. 
Elemental force meets elegant form in this re-interpretation the brand’s 
legendary icon, Naga, inspired by the raw power and strength of  nature. 
This celebration of  the power of  creation and Naga as a symbol of  
nature formed the overarching concept for the season, which also 
features new iterations of  the brand’s iconic Chain, Dot, and Bamboo 
collections, reinforcing the journey from legend into symbolism and 
inspiring strength and power in the wearer.
 
Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden, who took the helm in 
2016, is the fi rst woman to embody the role for John Hardy. Describing 
her design process for the collection, she notes, “My exploration of  
Naga was, in a way, a unique journey of  discovering Bali. Through 
my creative process, I uncovered that, beyond the Naga myth, Balinese 
folklore depicts the Naga as an embodiment of  diff erent natural 
spirits—the earth, the ocean and the sky, representing the elements of  
natural phenomena and its raw beauty. To me, this concept of  duality 
is universal.”

 
The collection prominently showcases stones such as golden sheen 
sapphire, silver sheen obsidian, and bi-color amethyst as the ultimate 
symbols of  nature’s elemental strength, transmitted to the wearer.  
Bonneville Barden notes, “I selected the stones not just for their 
suggestion of  power, drama, the fascination of  light and color—but the 
power of  creation they represent. I wanted to show nature’s strength 
through creation.” 

The entire design process was heavily infl uenced by Bonneville Barden’s collaboration with the John Hardy artisans. “Working closely with the 
brand’s artisans helped me grasp a greater understanding of  the spirit of  Naga in artwork and carved expression. I’ve found that carving is one of  
the strongest and most important ties between myself  and the artisan community.”
 
The duality and juxtaposition of  power and grace in the John Hardy woman is celebrated in the eternal motion of  the shapes in the collection – 
coiling and expanding, strengthening and softening.
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Luxury artisan jewelry brand John Hardy is 
pleased to present the first collection under new 
Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden.
Elemental force meets elegant form in this re-
interpretation the brand’s legendary icon, Naga, 
inspired by the raw power and strength of  
nature. This celebration of  the power of  creation 
and Naga as a symbol of  nature formed the 
overarching concept for the season, which also
features new iterations of  the brand’s iconic 
Chain, Dot, and Bamboo collections,
reinforcing the journey from legend into
symbolism and inspiring strength and power in 
the wearer.  

Creative Director Hollie Bonneville Barden, 
who took the helm in 2016, is the first woman 
to embody the role for John Hardy. Describing 
her design process for the collection, she notes, 
“My exploration of  Naga was, in a way, a unique 
journey of  discovering Bali. Through my crea-
tive process, I uncovered that, beyond the Naga 
myth, Balinese folklore depicts the Naga as an 
embodiment of  different natural spirits—the 
earth, the ocean and the sky, representing the 
elements of  natural phenomena and its raw 
beauty. To me, this concept of  duality is universal.” 

JOHN HARDY
E S T  B A L I  1 9 7 5

..reinforcing the journey from legend into symbolism
and inspiring strength and power in the wearer. “ “ 
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STACKS
STACKS

STACKS
STACKS

STACKS
STACKS
STACKS
STACKS

 The “stacked” ring, bracelet, and necklace look is 
here to stay. This technique allows women to take 
individual pieces and transform them into a multitude 
of  styles, each reflecting her own unique tastes. 

In the past year, we’ve seen an increasing number of  
designers that have  incorporated the popular stacking 
look into their designs. John Hardy, Todd Reed and 
Sethi have created collections with the option to be 
worn one at a time but also work great together. 
Depending on your mood you can pile them up to 
your hearts content or feature a solo creation.  

1. Tear drop

diamond pendant

in 18k rose gold

by Mazzarese

$3,520

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

3. Fancy diamond 

stack rings in

18k rose gold

by Todd Reed

starting at $3,355

5. Diamond bangles in

18k white and rose

gold by Sethi Couture

and Mazzarese

starting at $1,370

6. Black and white diamond

stack bracelets in 18k

white gold by Sethi

Couture and Mazzarese

starting at $1,790

7. Diamond bands with

black and white brilliant

and rose cuts in 18k white

gold by Sethi Couture

starting at $1,210

8. Diamond bands

with brilliant and rose

cuts in 18k yellow

gold by Sethi Couture

starting at $1,595

2. Diamond station

chain in 18k

rose gold 18”

by Mazzarese

$8,000

4. Naga and Modern 

bracelets in silver and

18k yellow gold

by John Hardy

starting at $1,39528.
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YOU?
ofWhat kind

Brideare

32.

1. Odessa brilliant cut engagement

ring in 18k white gold by Mémoire

(Price excludes center stone) $4,675

2. Cushion cut diamond surrounded

by brilliant diamonds in 18k white 

gold by Mazzarese $26,830

3. Brilliant Diamond three 

row band in 18k white gold

by Mazzarese $27,030

4. Diamond engagement ring

in platinum by Michael M (Price 

excludes center stone) $7,720

5. Diamond wedding 

band in platinum by 

Michael M $6,440

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.



VINTAGE ALTERNATIVE

TIMELESS

CONTEMPORARY

ofWhat kind
Brideare you?

If  understated elegance and a simple strand of  pearls is your 
go to accessory. If  Jackie Kennedy is your idea of  fashion.
Is a solitaire engagement ring your vision of  eternal style?

 You are a “Timeless Bride”.

The sophisticated design of  a Bez Ambar ring, a magnificently 
tailored gown without excessive trimmings, a color palette of  

black and white and less is more. These are the qualities
of  a “Contemporary Bride”.

If  you can only picture a honeymoon hiking in the Himalayas, 
your ceremony in a forest of  giant Sequoia trees and finally a 

ring with rough cut diamonds and hammered metals, you 
guessed it. You are the “Alternative Bride”. The designs

of  Todd Reed are up your alley. 

A waltz is the only choice for a first dance that will do. A horse 
drawn carriage and not a limo is transportation of  choice and 

your romance with “Prince Charming” is an epic fairytale then 
we crown you “Vintage Bride”. Your ideal ring will be full of  

flowery details, filigree and old world charm.

33.



SKILL AND WILL.
YOU DON’T NEED 

MUCH ELSE.

O F A LL T H E T H I N G S W E M A K E ,  T H E R E T U R N O F M A N U FAC T U R I N G 

J O B S M I G H T J U S T B E T H E T H I N G W E ’ R E M OS T P RO U D O F. 

S H I N O L A I S  F O U N D E D O N T H E B E L I E F  T H AT P R O D U C T S S H O U L D B E W E L L- M A D E A N D 

B U I LT  T O L A S T.  A C R O S S A  G R O W I N G N U M B E R O F  C AT E G O R I E S ,  S H I N O L A S TA N D S F O R 

S K I L L  AT  S C A L E ,  T H E P R E S E R VAT I O N O F  C R A F T,  A N D T H E B E A U T Y O F  I N D U S T R Y.
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6

4Let Todd Reed and        John Hardy show you new twists for the classic ring.

1
3

SEN’M
F A S H I O N

2 A symbolic icon takes on a new edge in 18k yellow gold.

Breathe a little fire into your style with a Naga dragon pendant from John Hardy.

Hand painted                              enamel and silver cufflinks that are as unique as you are. 

Mix and match, pair bracelets in onyx, leather and          silver from John Hardy.

Your money works hard for you so let it relax
in a leather money clip from Deakin & Francis.

5
36.






